
Grounded for good 
Finding yin in a world full of yang is not always easy. 
Could the right kind of yoga help? We gave it a go
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group has varying levels of yoga 
experience, a couple have been 
coming to Norman’s classes and 
workshops for a long time, others 
among us have yoga experience perhaps 
best described as ‘patchy’. 

Norman has been teaching Yin yoga for  
15 years, noticing recently its rise in 
popularity. His weekly class at the North 
London Buddhist centre in 2002 was the  
first Yin yoga class in London. Now, there  
are hundreds of classes across the UK.  

Lying with my feet up on a pile of yoga 
blocks, with sandbags weighting my 
shoulders to the floor, is the most relaxed 
I’ve felt for weeks. I’m savasana-ing at the 
end of a Yin yoga class with Norman Blair, 
the UK’s ‘godfather of Yin’. There’s six of us 
in his attic studio in north London, a split of 
men and women. Is that usual? “No,” says 
Norman, “usually men prefer Ashtanga yoga, 
even though really, more women should do 
that because it’s more energetic, and more 
men should do Yin, for the balance.” The 
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floor, with poses working mostly around  
the hips and lower spine. There are cosy 
blankets and bolster pillows and eye masks  
if you want them.  

Classes also usually last a little longer 
than other types of yoga – anything from 
90 minutes to two hours – mostly so there’s 
enough time to get the benefit of staying  
in a pose for a longer stretch of time.  
A workshop can be an epic-sounding four 
hours but in a Yin class, despite there being 
only a handful of poses, the time goes 
surprisingly quickly. It’s nice to spend a 
couple of hours actively focused on slowing 
down, not checking Twitter, not rushing 
from one thing to another. Now, I wonder if 
I can convince my flatmate to cover me in 
sandbags and leave me lying on the living 
room floor for half an hour? 

 
Norman Blair’s book, Brightening Our 
Inner Skies: Yin and Yoga, is available 
from yogawithnorman.co.uk

This, Norman believes, is partly because of 
the way we live – constantly “doing, doing, 
doing.” Yin yoga forces us to slow down, to 
take our time, to notice things. In short, our 
lives are full of Yang energy, and Yin yoga 
helps to balance it out.

So, what makes Yin yoga different to 
other types of yoga? Mostly, it’s the focus on 
slowness, with poses held for a minimum of 
five minutes. There’s no pushing yourself to 
hold a pose that kind of hurts – if it hurts, you 
ease off. Five minutes on the edge of what’s 
comfortable actually feels like quite a long 
time. You have to tell your brain to be quiet, 
and after about three minutes, it doesn’t 
much want to. Because of that, it’s more 
meditative than other, livelier forms of yoga. 
There’s focus on feeling “the mountain and 
the valley” of your breath, and making that 
breath as smooth as possible. “The length 
of your breath,” Norman tells us with a wink, 
“should be longer than the length of your 
hamstrings.” Yin yoga is also all done on the 
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The essential Yin yoga poses
Move from ‘happy baby’ to ‘frog’, and back again, with these six main moves of Yin yoga – 
you can do them all on the floor, and stay in each position for up to 20 minutes

Savasana (corpse pose)

Frog

Pigeon

Dragonfly

     Happy baby

Child’s pose
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